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Abstract. Smarthphones connected to Internet should work properly
for days without a reset. One of the most critical non-functional prop-
erties to ensure the correct behavior is energy consumption. However,
currently there is a lack of automated techniques to check whether the
actual mobile consume is within the expected limits. To apply runtime
veri�cation techniques in this context, we need a) detailed pro�les of con-
sumptions for speci�c actions in apps of interest (such as activate GPS,
send a data packet to the network, etc.); b) a method to automatically
generate su�ciently representative use cases of the mobile behavior; c)
a language to describe the expected behavior in terms of energy con-
sumption (energy properties); and d) a method to monitor the mobile
execution traces and analyze them against the energy properties. We
aim to construct a tool chain addressing all these steps. We have already
designed and implemented a model-based approach to automatically gen-
erate execution traces in mobile devices using Spin. This paper focuses
on the formalization and analysis of energy properties with a speci�-
cation language inspired by the interval logic. The paper presents this
logic, the implementation of runtime veri�cation using Büchi automata,
and the practical use of the whole tool chain for model-based runtime
veri�cation of energy-related properties. Spin is a main ingredient for
generating the test cases and checking the properties.

Keywords: Runtime veri�cation, Interval logic, Energy Consumption,
Analysis of traces

1 Introduction

Smartphones are becoming the main devices for accessing contents on the Inter-
net and for personal communication. The number of smartphones has surpassed
the number of desktop computers and laptops and is quickly increasing and it
is expected to reach 2 billions by the end of 2015. This huge number together
with user dependence on those devices makes it most important to measure and
reduce their energy consumption. There is a need to contribute to the reduction



of global energy consumption in the mobile networks1, to extend the life of the
device and to increase the user satisfaction. Expected energy consumption in
smartphones is mainly due to the hardware, such as CPU, touch screen, GPS,
WIFI and 3G/4G communication chipsets. Currently, many research e�orts are
oriented towards designing better batteries, but also towards optimizing mobile
network protocols to reduce energy consumption. However, very often energy
consumption is also due to errors in the design or the implementation of the
software in the smartphone, including the operating system and the applica-
tions (or apps).

There are erroneous practices in mobile phone software that lead to unex-
pected use of energy. These energy bugs where studied in detail in [14], where the
authors present a taxonomy of energy bugs and hightlight many of their causes,
including programming errors, inappropriate API usage, �aws in the design of
applications or the operating system, or complicated interactions between the
smartphone hardware components of smartphones. The work in [21] con�rmed
that energy bugs are basically the same for all smartphone operating systems.

The need to keep the smartphone working properly for days, weeks or even
months without a reset makes this application domain appealing for practitioners
in model checking, runtime veri�cation and other formal automated methods for
early detection of execution errors. However, the application of such techniques
to analyze non-functional properties like energy consumption is still not mature.

Many works focus on some kind of monitoring to characterize the energy
consumption pro�les of apps [15][6][20][18] . However there is a lack of automated
techniques to check that the actual consumption is within the expected limits for
all the app use cases, or even for the combined execution of apps. One promising
approach to verify energy consumption is the use of models to conduct test
case generation and execution. For instance, a vision paper by Wilke at al. [19]
introduced such ideas with the name Model Based Energy Testing (MBET).

Wilke et al. focused their MBET method on the use of abstract interpretation
and static analysis to derive information that allows the prediction of energy
consumption. They de�ne the method for general Java programs and suggest
that some pro�ling will help to implement the method for each speci�c computing
platform.

We propose a MBET method focusing on runtime veri�cation with real exe-
cution of test cases in the smartphones. To do that we need a) detailed pro�les
of energy for speci�c actions in the apps, for the smartphone such as using the
GPS, sending data packets to the network, etc.; b) an automatic method to exe-
cute the expected sequences without user intervention (test case generation and
execution); c) a language to describe the properties on the traces in terms of
energy consumption (language for energy properties); and d) a method to mon-
itor the execution trace in the smartphone and to check the energy properties
(runtime veri�cation engine). We aim to construct a tool chain addressing all
these steps. Many results for step a) are now available, which we can reuse and

1 According to Gardner's report ICT consumes 2% of energy in the world and it is
increasing 6% every year



complement with our own measurements. Regrading step 2) we have already
de�ned a method for model-based test case generation and execution that can
be implemented using Spin [8].

This paper contains two main novelties. The �rst one is the design and for-
malization of a new interval logic to specify energy properties (step c). The idea
behind this logic is to describe properties on trace executions regarding external
continuous variables such as the battery consumption. We introduce a method
to de�ne intervals of states based on propositions and then to map such inter-
vals to time intervals where the continuous variables, like energy, are observed.
The second contribution is the implementation of a runtime veri�cation engine
to check this logic on real traces of the device using Spin (step d). The values
of the continuous variable current energy consumption are obtained by using a
physical power analyzer connected to the smartphone. We implement the run-
time checking by translating the interval formula into a Büchi automata and then
making the real execution trace available to the Spin veri�cation algorithm. The
method to inject the real traces plus the external continuous variable to Spin

follows the approach used in [5]. As far as we know, this is the �rst completed
work to apply a model based runtime veri�cation method to check energy con-
sumption in smartphones, and it is also a novel combination of Spin with a
physical measurement instrument.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our com-
plete framework for MBET and identi�es the components previously designed
and implemented and those developed in this paper. Section 3 describes the
interval logic for speci�cation of energy properties. Section 4 describes the im-
plementation of the tool chain and its use through the use of a case study. Fi-
nally, Sections 5 and 6 contain comparisons with related work and conclusions,
respectively.

2 Model-based analysis framework

The work presented in this paper is part of the the process outlined in Figure 1.
This �gure summarizes our approach to MBET, where we use real controlled
executions on the device as the source of traces for the veri�cation work.

The leftmost part of the �gure represents the �rst step of the process: the
generation and execution of test cases. Execution traces are generated from test
cases generated using a model-based approach. We model the possible user �ows
within one or more apps using several independent state machines which can
call one another. This loose coupling between state machines enables an easier
composition of �ows like the ones found on real applications, where some screens
may be reached from more than one place. This model is translated into a
Promela speci�cation which is explored by Spin to generate all possible test
cases described in the model. Each test case corresponds to a user sequence
actions that must be performed in the device in order to carry out the test, such
as pressing buttons or entering text in input �elds. This work�ow for test case
generation is described in more detail in [8].



Fig. 1. Proposed architecture

The resulting test cases can be executed on real devices, where the executions
are monitored by the runtime veri�cation engine using several instrumentation
techniques. These instrumentations vary in their granularity, ranging from pars-
ing logcat traces [3] (Android's standard logging facility for apps and the sys-
tem), to observing individual calls to Java methods using the Java Debugging
Interface [2] (JDI), as in [5]. The results of this monitorization are timed traces,
i.e. sequences of states observed in a device, where each state includes an ad-
ditional timestamp with the exact time in which it was produced. These states
are not complete images of a device but rather a subset of information which is
relevant to the apps and properties under analysis.

The runtime veri�cation engine runs in a computer, and is connected to the
smartphones via USB or WiFi. This engine can also collect additional measure-
ments during the execution of the test cases. In this work, we connected the
smartphones to a power analyzer, a N6705B DC Power Analyzer from Keysight
Technologies, that can measure power consumption in real time, and which can
be queried by the runtime engine. Using the timestamps of the traces, the run-
time engine can combine the power consumption measurements in order to pro-
duce enriched traces.

The resulting enriched traces are given to a set of observers [9], namely au-
tomata that check functional and nonfunctional properties (such as energy prop-
erties). To make energy properties easier to describe for users, we have de�ned
a new interval logic to express such properties in a compact and user-friendly
manner. The observer that evaluates these properties has been implemented with
Spin. First, properties expressed with this interval logic are translated into the
Büchi automata supported by Spin (the never claim process). Secondly, the en-
riched timed traces are provided to Spin using a special Promela speci�cation
that can reconstruct execution traces from an external system as if they were
generated by the Promela speci�cation as usual. This way, Spin can check en-
ergy properties on the execution traces observed on the smartphones and other
measurement devices. The following section describes this interval logic and its
implementation in Spin.



3 Formalization and analysis of energy properties

The operational semantics of programming languages is usually de�ned by means

of labelled transition systems (LTSs). A LTS is a tuple P = 〈Σ, −7−→,L, s0〉 where:

� Σ is the set of states,
� L is the set of transition labels,

�
−7−→⊆ Σ × L×Σ is the transition relation, and

� s0 ∈ Σ is the initial state.

The operational semantics of an LTS P (O(P )) is de�ned as the set of all
possible maximal execution traces that can be constructed iteratively applying

transition relation from the initial state, that is, O(P ) = {π|π = s0
l07−→ s1

l17−→
· · · }. Set O(P ) contains both in�nite traces, and �nite traces that correspond to
executions that end successfully/erroneously. Each trace can be also described
as a map π : N→ Σ that associates each natural number with the corresponding
state in the trace, that is, π(i) = si. In the following, since we do not need to

use transition labels, we drop them from the transition relation
−7−→.

Usually, veri�cation techniques, such as model checking, evaluate properties
over traces abstracting the real time when each state occurs. This is su�cient to
analyze, for instance, LTL properties. However, for some other properties, such
as real time properties or memory or battery consumption properties, time is a
parameter that has to be taken into account.

To formalize this, let us assume that c : R≥0 → R is a quantitative magni-
tude whose value evolves continuously with time. Thus, c(t) ∈ R represents the
value of c in time instant t. We are now interested in specifying and evaluating
properties on variable c related with an execution trace π. To do this, we have
to synchronize the execution of π with the continuous evolution of c, as shown
in the following de�nition.

De�nition 1. Given a trace π ∈ O(P ), an execution e of π is given by a func-
tion e[π] : N → R≥0 that associates each state π(i) of π with the time instant
e(π)(i) ∈ R≥0 in which it occurs2. Functions e(π) satisfy that e[π](i) ≤ e[π](j)
i� i < j, that is, successive states occur at successive instants.

Observe that each trace π may have many associated executions e(π) that
relate states with di�erent time instants. We now explain how execution func-
tions e may be used to synchronize traces with continuous variables that evolve
in parallel with trace executions, making it possible to analyze non-functional
properties on the traces.

Given a variable c : R≥0 → R which evolves continuously with time, and
an execution, e[π], of a trace π, we synchronize c and π by relating each state
si with the value of c in the instant when si occurs e[π](i). The diagram in
Figure 2 illustrates this synchronization. The upper row shows the states of

2 We assume that e[π](i) represents the time instant when state si is created



π =
s0 s1 s2 s3 s4

· · ·

e(π) =
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

· · ·

c =
c(t0) c(t1) c(t2) c(t3) c(t4)

· · ·

Fig. 2. Synchronization of trace π and continuous variable c using e[π]

trace π = s0 7−→ s1 7−→ · · · , emphasizing in its discrete character. The middle
row shows the time passing, with each state si associated by means of e(π) with
the time instant when it occurs. Finally, the lowest row shows the evolution of a
continuous variable c in time, and how it is possible to relate each state si with
the corresponding value c(ti) that takes place at the instant ti.

3.1 Speci�cation of Battery Consumption Properties by Interval

Logic

In this section, we introduce the speci�cation language to be used to describe
properties on trace executions regarding external continuous variables such as
the battery consumption. We assume that traces π are �nite sequences of states
having an ending state o that repeats forever, that is, for each trace π, there
exists a natural number n > 0 (the length of the trace denoted as length(π))
such that (1) π(n− 1) 6= o 3, and (2) ∀k ≥ n.π(k) = o. Finally, we also assume
that if π is a �nite trace of length n, execution functions e(π) associate the
ending, and successive, states of π with the time instant when the last no ending
state took place, that is, ∀k ≥ n.e(π)(k) = e(π)(n− 1).

We make use of interval calculus to specify properties [7]. The domain of
interval logic is the set of time intervals Intv de�ned as {[t1, t2]|t1, t2 ∈ R, t1 ≤
t2}. An interval variable v is de�ned as a function v : Intv → R that associates
each interval with a real number. For instance, a continuous variable c : R≥0 → R
can be used to de�ne interval variables, such as, for instance, diff _c : Intv → R
given as diff _c([t1, t2]) = c(t2) − c(t1). Thus, for example, if c is the identity
function, diff _c de�nes the interval length function.

We can construct interval expressions describing properties on intervals by
using a set of interval variables, relational, boolean operators and real constants.
For instance, if K is a constant, diff _c ≤ K : Intv → {true, false} de�nes the
property on intervals [t1, t2] that is true i� c(t2)− c(t1) ≤ K.

In the sequel, given a trace π, we use state intervals such as I = [i, j] (with
i ≤ j) to represent the subtrace of π from state π(i) to π(j). Clearly, given a
state interval I = [i, j] of π, and an execution e[π], we can construct e(π)(I) =

3 To simplify the presentation, we assume that �nite traces have at least one no ending
state s0



[e(π)(i), e(π)(j)] which gives us the time interval from the creation of state si to
the creation of state sj in execution e(π). Thus, state intervals and executions of
traces provide time intervals on which we can evaluate interval expressions such
as diff _c ≤ K.

The rest of the section is devoted to introducing the so-called formula inter-
vals which constitute the language used to specify state intervals. The idea is as
follows. Assume that the continuous variable c mentioned above represents the
energy consumed by device during an execution, and that we want to check that
a WiFi session consumes less than a threshold K. To do this, we �rst need to
specify the system states where the WiFi session takes place. Given a trace π,
each WiFi session involves a state interval I during which WiFi is active. Once
we have located the state interval I of π, using an execution function e(π), we
can evaluate the interval expression diff _c ≤ K on the time interval e(π)(I).

In the sequel, we introduce the so-called proposition intervals as a description
language of state intervals on traces. To do this, we assume a set of state formulae
Prop, and a satisfaction relation |=⊆ Σ × Prop such that (s, p) ∈|= i� state s
satis�es p. As usual, we write (s, p) ∈|= as s |= p. In addition, we assume that the
ending state o does not satisfy any formula of Prop, that is, ∀p ∈ Prop.o 6|= p.

In the following, given two state formulae p, q ∈ Prop, we use state proposi-
tion intervals, denoted as [p, q] to identify state intervals inside traces as follows.

De�nition 2. Given a trace π, we say that state interval I = [i, j] of π satis�es
[p, q], and write it as π ↓ I |= [p, q], i� the following conditions hold:

1. π(i) |= p
2. ∀i < k < j.π(k) 6|= q
3. π(j) |= q

that is, [i, j] is a state interval of π such that π(i) satis�es p, and π(j) is the
�rst state after π(i) that satis�es q.

Now, given a �nite trace π, we de�ne π ⇓ [p, q] as the �nite sequence of state
intervals of π, written as I0 · I1 · · · Im−1, that satisfy [p, q] in the sense that has
just been described, that is, ∀ = 0 ≤ i < m.π ↓ Ii |= [p, q].

We need the following de�nition to formalize how π ⇓ [p, q] is constructed.

De�nition 3. Given p ∈ Prop, a �nite trace π of length n, and k ≥ 0, π ↓k p
is the �rst state of π that occurs after (including) π(k) and that satis�es p, if it
exists, or symbol ∞, otherwise. We can inductively de�ne π ↓k p as:

1. π ↓k p = k, i� π(k) |= p
2. π ↓k p = π ↓k+1 p i� k < n, π(k) 6|= p
3. π ↓k p =∞ i� k ≥ n

De�nition 4. Given a �nite trace π, and two state formulae p, q, the sequence of
state intervals determined by p, q, π ⇓ [p, q], is inductively de�ned from operator
⇓k with k ≥ 0, as it is described below.



1. π ⇓k [p, q] = ε ⇐⇒ π ↓k p =∞, or π ↓k p = j ∧ π ↓j+1 q =∞ 4

2. π ⇓k [p, q] = [j, l].(π ⇓l+1 [p, q]) ⇐⇒ π ↓k p = j ∧ π ↓j+1 q = l

We de�ne π ⇓ [p, q] as π ⇓0 [p, q]

Thus, two state formulae p, q ∈ Prop determine a sequence of state intervals
π ⇓ [p, q] on each trace π. Given a trace π, and an execution e(π), the follow-
ing de�nition describes how it is possible to specify interval expressions (such
as diff _c ≤ K) to be checked on the time intervals determined by the state
intervals of π given by π ⇓ [p, q]. For instance, assuming that swifi and ewifi
are, respectively, two state formula that are satis�ed by the states which switch
on/o� the wi� connection π ⇓ [swifi , ewifi ] is the sequence of state intervals of π
on which the wi� is active.

The following de�nition states when an execution of a trace e(π) satis�es an
interval expression Φ such as diff _c ≤ K. We consider three types of expressions.
An execution trace e(π) satis�es formula (1) [[Φ]][p,q] i� the �rst state interval
determined by π ⇓ [p, q] and e(π) satis�es Φ, (2) ∀[[Φ]][p,q] i� all the time intervals
determined of π ⇓ [p, q] and e(π) satisfy Φ; ∃[[Φ]][p,q] i� it exists a state interval
given the sequence π ⇓ [p, q] and e(π) that satis�es Φ. Recall that if I = [i, j] is
a state interval of π, e(π)(I) is the time interval [e(π)(si), e(π)(sj)].

For instance, if Φ = diff _c ≤ K, [[Φ]][swifi,ewifi] establishes that the time
interval determined by the �rst state interval on which [[Φ]][swifi,ewifi] holds must
satis�es Φ.

De�nition 5. Let Φ and [p, q] be an interval expression and a state proposition
interval, respectively. Let e(π) be an execution of a �nite trace π. Then

1. We say that e(π) satis�es Φ on the time intervals determined by [p, q], and
denote it as e(π) |= [[Φ]][p,q] i� = I1 · · · In with n > 0 and Φ(e(π)(I1)) holds.

2. We say that e(π) satis�es ∀Φ on the time intervals determined by [p, q],
and denote it as e(π) |= ∀[[Φ]][p,q] i� [p, q] ⇓ π = I1 · · · In with n ≥ 0 and
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.Φ(e(π)(Ii)) holds.

3. We say that e(π) satis�es ∃Φ on the time intervals determined by [p, q],
and denote it as e(π) |= ∃[[Φ]][p,q] i� [p, q] ⇓ π = I1 · · · In with n ≥ 0 and
∃1 ≤ i ≤ n.Φ(e(π)(Ii)) holds.

3.2 From Interval Properties to LTL

In this section, we discuss how the interval properties can be practically evaluated
on execution traces. Each type of interval property can be described by an LTL
formula to be given to the model checker. To facilitate the comprehension of
the formulas, we have also constructed the corresponding Büchi automata which
are shown in in Figure 3. For [[Φ]][p,q] properties, we use the following LTL
speci�cation:

[[Φ]][p,q] ≡ (¬p)U(p ∧ (¬qU(q ∧ Φ)))

4 ε represents the empty sequence.



As it is shown by the corresponding Büchi automaton of Figure 3(a), the
intended meaning of this formula is as follows. While the start proposition of
the interval p is not true, the automaton remains at the �rst state, qo. When
p holds for a state, the automaton progresses to the q1 state, and stays there
while the end proposition of the interval q is false. When q holds, it means we
have reached the end of the �rst interval. If Φ is also true in the same state,
then we �nd that the �rst interval satis�es the property, and we move to the
accepting state q2, where we remain forever. However, if Φ does not hold then
the automaton cannot progress (note that there is no edge labelled q∧¬Φ) which
means that the property is violated.

For the property ∃ [[Φ]][p,q], we use the following LTL speci�cation:

∃ [[Φ]][p,q] ≡ ♦(p ∧ (¬qU(q ∧ Φ)))

that is, [[Φ]][p,q] should be true in some future instant. The corresponding Büchi

automaton is shown in Figure 3(b). It is the similar to the previous one with
only one single addition: an edge from q1 to q0 when q∧ 6 Φ. That is, we allow
any number of intervals where Φ is not true in the end. However, at least one
must be found for the execution trace to verify the interval property, since q2 is
still the only accepting state.

Finally, the automaton for ∀ [[Φ]][p,q] is given by the LTL fomula:

∀ [[Φ]][p,q] ≡ �((♦p)→ (¬p)U(p ∧ (¬qU(q ∧ Φ)))

that is, all intervals satisfying [p, q] properties in their ending points should
satisfy Φ at the instant when the right ending point occurs. The meaning of the
LTL formula is shown in Figure 3(c). It has two states q0 and q1, both of them
accepting execution traces, with a structure similar to other two automata. The
only way this automata can block and thus not accept an execution trace is that
it reaches the end of an interval and Φ is not true, i.e. q ∧ ¬Φ in q1.

4 Tool chain implementation

In this section we present the implementation of the architecture for model-based
energy testing we proposed in Section 2, and how all the pieces �t together. To
guide this description, we will use a simple case study: an Android app devel-
oped internally to help characterize the energy pro�le of common tasks. The app
contains several con�gurable test scenarios which can be executed and traced.
We will show how our proposal can be used to check the energy consumption
of a certain sequence of actions within a test case. We describe this using the
following interval property, which will in�uence some decisions later on:

[energy(t2)− energy(t1) < P ][[testStep=START,testStep=END]]
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(a) Büchi automaton for [[Φ]][p,q]
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(b) Büchi automaton for ∃ [[Φ]][p,q]

q0start q1

p

¬p ¬q

q ∧ Φ

(c) Büchi automaton for ∀ [[Φ]][p,q]

Fig. 3. Büchi automata for interval properties

4.1 Test case generation

The �rst step is to create the test cases which will be executed and analyzed. We
generate the test cases automatically from a model of the app, which describes
the possible user �ows of an user within our app. For our case study the model
is straightforward, navigating the app until one of the available test scenarios
is selected and executed a number of times. The transitions of this model are
associated with controls present in the app screens, such as buttons or menus,
indicating which user action must be performed at each step of the test case.
Figure 4 shows some screenshots of the app and a fragment of the model, relating
the transition labels with the corresponding controls in the screenshots.

This model is translated into a Promela speci�cation, which is fed into Spin
in order to generate all possible test cases exhaustively. The resulting test cases
are translated into Java classes that can be installed and executed in the smart-
phone to perform each test case. Listing 1.1 shows part of a test case obtained
from the model in Figure 4, in particular a user selecting the HTTP test scenario
listed, and then running the selected test with one of the available con�gurations.
More details about this work�ow for model-based test case generation can be
found in [8].



Fig. 4. Fragment of app model for test case generation

1 // Test httpClic event in TestListView activity

2 public void TestSampleApphttpClic1 () throws UiObjectNotFoundException {
3 UiObject control = new UiObject(new UiSelector ()

.className("android.widget.TextView").index (0)

.textContains("HttpDownlo"));
4 control.click();
5 Log.v("TESTCASEGENERATOR","CONTROL -httpClic" );
6 }
7 // Test runClic event in SelectedTestView activity

8 public void TestSampleApprunClic2 () throws UiObjectNotFoundException {
9 UiObject control = new UiObject(new UiSelector ()

.className("android.widget.TextView").index (0)

.descriptionContains("Available tests"));
10 control.click();
11 Log.v("TESTCASEGENERATOR","CONTROL -runClic" );
12 }

Listing 1.1. Part of automatically generated test case

4.2 Implementation of interval properties in Spin

The interval properties described in Section 3 have been implemented in Spin, so
it can be used as one of the observers that can check properties over the execution
traces obtained from a smartphone. In particular, we use our previous work on
the analysis of execution traces with Spin [11,16] as the starting point for this
implementation. In this work, instead of analyzing a regular system model, we
used a Promela speci�cation that communicated with an external system in
order to extract and reconstruct the states of its execution trace in the Spin's
global state for its analysis. This Promela speci�cation was instantiated from
a template using information about the system under test, such as the variables
comprising a state and the properties to analyze.

In order to evaluate interval properties over these execution traces, we provide
the corresponding LTL formula to the model checker, which negates them and
construct the never-claim automata. The Promela speci�cation for execution
trace reconstruction and analysis also includes new variables to keep track of the
interval variables, and a new way of updating these variables.



1 void update_interval(struct state* newState) {
2 if (!(now.testStep == START) && (newState ->testStep == START)) {
3 newState ->_interval = 1;
4 }
5 else if (!( now.testStep == END) && (newState ->testStep == END)) {
6 newState ->_interval = 0;
7 }
8 }
9

10 void update_energy_t1(struct state* newState) {
11 if (!now._interval && newState ->_interval) {
12 newState ->energy_t1 = newState ->energy;
13 }
14 }

Listing 1.2. Update functions for interval [testStep = START, testStep = END] and
interval variable energy_t1

Continuous variables are treated as regular variables: they are part of Spin's
global state, and when a new state is obtained at ti, the current values c(ti) of
each continuous variable c are included. In our case study, we have one continuous
variable, called energy. When Φ is evaluated for an interval [t1, t2], the initial and
�nal values of any continuous variable c, i.e. c(t1) and c(t2), must be available.
On the one hand, since Φ is evaluated at t2, c contains the c(t2) value. On the
other hand, c(t1) is stored in a new variable c_t1, which is updated when a new
interval is entered using a so-called update function. These are C functions that
are invoked when a new state is obtained from the execution trace, but before
it is copied over to Spin's global state, and has access to both the previous and
the new states.

In addition, another variable is introduced, _interval, which is also updated
through an update function. This variable is true when an interval has been
entered, but not yet exited, and false otherwise. The update functions of interval
variables only update their values when _interval changes from false to true,
i.e. at the time instant t1 where a new time instant is entered.

An example of these update functions for our case study is shown in List-
ing 1.2. These functions show how _interval is updated for a given interval
[testStep = START, testStep = END], and how energy_t1 (the auxiliary vari-
able introduced to keep track of the value of energy(t1) in the current interval)
is updated. In these functions, struct state* newState is a pointer to a struct
that contains all the system and interval variables, which is a subset of the con-
tents of the now struct. Functions are always called in order, so that the new value
of _interval computed by update_interval is available to the next function
called, update_energy_t1.

4.3 Monitoring and analysis

Once we have our test cases and our energy observer implemented with Spin, we
can proceed to the next step. The generated test cases are installed on the target
smartphone: a Samsung Galaxy S4. This device is connected to a computer that



Fig. 5. Power analyzer connected to a smartphone

controls and monitors the tests, and to a N6705B DC Power Analyzer from
Keysight Technologies.

The power analyzer is connected to the smartphone instead of the battery as
shown on Figure 5, and it supplies the required power. This power analyzer pro-
vides an SCPI (Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments) interface
accessible over a computer network, which the runtime engine uses to extract
periodic energy measurements.

In the computer, the test controller and runtime veri�cation engine are ex-
ecuted as separate programs. Both programs use the Android Debug Bridge
(adb) tool connected via USB to perform their tasks. As we said, the engine and
observers usually only require a relevant subset of the full state present on the
device. For our example case study we are only interested in high level events
�red when a user event is performed during a test case, in addition to the energy
measurements. When one of these events is �red, a variable called testStep is
updated, and the latest energy measurement are sent along with the new state.
To perform this step, we have to implement some additional instrumentation
code. This code checks the live logcat traces [3] from the smartphone, looking
for a certain pattern that indicates a new test step. Since our execution trace
reconstruction for Spin does not support string variables, the string that rep-
resents the new step is transformed into a integer representation. The general
observer architecture is outlined in [9].

For this case study, we are interested in the power consumption for one of
app's tests scenarios, in which a �le of �xed length is downloaded from a local
server over WiFi. We de�ne the interval property to be checked over the test
cases as:

[energy(t2)− energy(t1) < P ][[testStep=START,testStep=END]]



In this property, the interval is given by testStep = START, where START
is the user action performed in the test case that initiates the download test
scenario, and testStep = END, which represents the end of the test scenario.
testStep is an integer variable which included in the execution trace presented
to Spin. Note that START and END are integer representations of the rel-
evant logcat trace lines. The interval formula to be checked on all intervals,
energy(t2)− energy(t1) < P , uses the continuous variable energy, which is ex-
tracted from the power analyzer. This measurement is taken at regular intervals
from the power analyzer, 1000 times per second, and is also included in the
enriched execution trace.

Listing 1.3 shows part of a runtime veri�cation log trace. First the user event
selecting a test scenario from the list, and then a user event running the selected
test. The log trace shows how, for each detected event, the variables are sent to
Spin to reconstruct the next state. Variables and other messages are encoded
when sent to Spin, i.e. each variable has an id. For instance, in the fragment
shown, testStep is variable encoded in variable 2, variable 5 contains the current
Unix timestamp in milliseconds, and variable 6 includes the integration of the
energy measurement since the last state.

The time spent in the execution and analysis of test cases can be roughly
divided between the instrumentation, the analysis with Spin, and the execution
of the test cases. In our experiments we found that the impact of the model
checking algorithm for the interval formulas is negligible. Since the model to be
analyzed by Spin is essentially one single sequence of with no branching (save
by the branching induced by the never claim automata), the state space to be
explored is signi�cantly smaller than that of other realistic Promela models.
Most of the time spent in the experiments can be attributed to the automatic
execution of the test cases on the smartphone, using the UIautomator frame-
work [4].

Instrumentation can also have signi�cant in�uence on the global analysis
time. For the case study shown here, we only needed to observe the live logcat
traces from the smartphone. However, we can include additional information
that is signi�cantly slower to acquire, such as tracing each Java method that is
entered or exited during the execution of the test cases (see [5]). Although this
tracing can be �ltered to only certain Java packages, we experienced serious
slowdowns while trying real applications such as Facebook.

5 Related work

There are many references to previous research on estimating power consumption
of mobile devices and mobile applications by using some kind of monitoring
tools. Phatak et al. [14] provided one of the �rst classi�cations of energy bugs
for hardware and software, and they proposed a roadmap towards developing a
systematic diagnosing framework for treating these energy bugs. Later, Phatak
and other authors presented the eprof tool [15], a �ne grained energy pro�ler
being used to gain insight of energy usage of smartphone.



1 pLogLevel: 0 pTag: TESTCASEGENERATOR pLogMessage:
V/TESTCASEGENERATOR (13414): CONTROL -httpClick: 01/05/2015 16:39:28 void
com.UMA.RuntimeEngine.AndroidMobile.SmartPhoneMonitoring
.RegisterAndroidLog(String ,String ,String ,String)

2 may 01, 2015 4:39:59 PM
com.UMA.RuntimeEngine.Observer.Spin.ProtocolClientHelper sendReport

3 measure {
4 id: 2
5 intValue: 702221648
6 }
7 measure {
8 id: 5
9 longValue: 1430498399008

10 }
11 measure {
12 id: 6
13 doubleValue: 6.753239800596 E13
14 }
15
16 pLogLevel: 0 pTag: TESTCASEGENERATOR pLogMessage:

V/TESTCASEGENERATOR (13485): CONTROL -runClick: 01/05/2015 16:39:28 void
com.UMA.RuntimeEngine.AndroidMobile.SmartPhoneMonitoring
.RegisterAndroidLog(String ,String ,String ,String)

17 may 01, 2015 4:40:05 PM
com.UMA.RuntimeEngine.Observer.Spin.ProtocolClientHelper sendReport

18 measure {
19 id: 2
20 intValue: 114991181
21 }
22 measure {
23 id: 5
24 longValue: 1430498405000
25 }
26 measure {
27 id: 6
28 doubleValue: 6.433557098917 E13
29 }

Listing 1.3. Runtime veri�cation log trace

Parally Yepang Liu [10] also studied the characteristics of energy bugs (e.g.,
bug types and how they manifested) and identi�ed their common patterns. They
implemented a static code analyzer, PerfChecker, to detect and identify bug
patterns.

The E-loupe project [1] [6] explores an alternative that mitigates the ill-
e�ects of an energy hungry application. The framework consists in monitoring
data in the mobile which is then processed in the cloud in order to detect risk
of energy rain and to produce information to isolate the dangerous applications.

Memory leaks can be also a reason for energy compsumption. In [20] the
authors design a light memory leak detector that focuses on activity leak and a
priority adjustment module to prioritize killing leaking apps. In a di�erent way
[22] built a framework to detect energy leaks using dynamic taint analysis (a
form of information �ow analysis).

Finally, [21] [12] [18] studied the energy consumed between di�erent mobile
platforms. The �rst one compares the energy bugs, the second compares the
energy e�ciency, and the last one developed a power estimation method based
on battery traces.



In our runtime model based framework, we also need to monitor energy
consumption, like most of the previous proposals. However we do not use this
output directly, but as an input to a more sophisticated analysis. We use the
interval logic to represent energy properties to drive the identi�cation of bad
behaviors of the applications running the the smartphone. As result, our runtime
veri�cation technique is useful detect leak apps in a very precise way: we can
provide the exact the execution sequence of one or several apps that causes the
system to loos more energy than expected.

Model checking has also been applied to estimate the energy consumption
in wireless sensor networks. In, [17] the authors use a UPPPAAL model of the
network that include aspects like time, bandwidths, and energy. Then they use
model checking with di�erent scenarios to predict the in�uence of a given set
of parameters on energy consumption. In particular, they focus on sensors and
routers. Nakajima [13] has recently introduced two new formalisms to deal with
this problem, the power consumption automaton to represent the system under
analysis and a version of LTL (Linear Time temporal Logic) with freeze quanti-
�ers to represent expected energy consumption. The presence of time and energy
in the models and formulas make this model checking problem undecidible, and
the author proposes several practical subsets to run veri�cation. Compared with
these works, our approach upholds the idea of one speci�c logic to represent en-
ergy properties and the model checking mechanics to check this logic. However
instead of using a model to produce the states, were are directly dealing with
real timed traces with the precise values of energy consumed by the device in
each sampling period.

6 Conclusions and future work

The analysis of energy consumption in smartphones with techniques from the
formal methods community has gained only a little attention in the past. Meth-
ods like model checking and run time veri�cation can combine the speci�cation
power of logic with the automation of analysis to produce counterexamples of
real execution traces violating some expected energy consumption scheme. And
this work can be done using the real device and the real apps, with minor e�orts
to model the app behavior in order to take advantage of the model-based test-
ing approach to generate the execution traces. Our proposal addresses all these
issues and produces a complete tool chain for automated model-based energy
testing.

This paper has presented the �rst way to specify energy properties to be ana-
lyzed over traces obtained from realistic executions. The current logic, based on
an interval logic, does not consider additional temporal operators. The properties
considered in the case studies did not require further complexity. However, the
inclusion of LTL formulas to de�ne the limits of the interval is feasible with our
implementation approach, and we will consider such extension in future works.
Another interesting work planned for the future is to relate energy with other



non-functional properties, like bandwidth or memory use, instead of considering
just one external continuous variable to de�ne interval variables.
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